There are no existing or proposed utilities on
here for me to comment on.

WENDELL
BUILDERS SUPPLY
A Building Tradition Since 1953

NCDOT driveway permit and encroachment
agreements will be required prior to approval
of CDs.
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Additional impervious area will need
to be treated. Provide SWM
calculations for treatment.

Provide grading plan for improvements
with contours and spot elevations.
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Is site lighting proposed? If so, provide
Lighting Plan.
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Provide construction details for:
- paving detail
- gravel surface detail
- fencing detail
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What improvements will NCDOT
require, if any, to Wendell
Boulevard? Any work within the
ROW will require approval and
an encroachment agreement.
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Show dumpster location
enclosure detail

Storage site: NCFC 1909.3
Outdoor storage of finished
lumber.
Apparatus access roads
shall be spaced on a 50 x
150 grid system.
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Provide lighting plan in
accordance with Section 11 of
UDO to ensure adequate safety
of site
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What will this be?
Impervious surface?
Structure?
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Driveway material
must be asphalt or
concrete
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Sidewalk needs to be
6' wide
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Where do these
drain to?
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Add directional
arrows for
traffic flow

Is this driveway
existing? Plans for
Charthouse Industrial
Park did not show it
proposed.

Provide stop sign and
stop bar at all exits.
Provide details.

5' Sidewalk
required along
Charthouse Drive

Plans for Charthouse
Industrial Park called
for sidewalk and curb
& gutter on west side
of road to be 'By
Others.' Have they
been installed?

Provide fence and
gate detail/info;
new fencing must
be in conformance
with Section 4.5.C

503.6 NCFC
Type of gate closure?
May require Knox
key for FD access.

Street trees shall be planted
between the curb and sidewalk

